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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
An important feature of modern coaching in athletics
is the increasing use of mechanical analysis as a method

of analyzing the skill essential in the performance or
athletic tasks with the greatest etticiency.

The

necessity for maxim.al etficiency in performance has
encouraged coaches to work closely with the physiologist
and physicist, in order to more clearly define the
scientific foundations ot coaching methodology.
Heusner (12), highlighted this need:
Many authorities in the field of physical
education (including athletics) still base
their opinions solely on experience and
insight. Otten this is good enough;
sometimes it is the only possible basis
tor action in such inexact fields.
Nevertheless, information passed on to
young people is sometimes needlessly
inaccurate. Comparatively tew attempts
have been made to investigate sports
activities in terms or the mechanical
principles involved.
One ot the best techniques tor obtaining kinetic and

kinematic data related to body motion, the foundation ot

athletic skills, is cinematographical analysis.
Few investigators have attempted to analyze the

back somersault, one or the most common and most

fundamental advanced gymnastics tumbling movements.
so tar as the investigator can ascertain, tew studies
l

In
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have considered the ettects ot pre-somersault movement
on somersault performance in a gymnastics sequence.

Considering the vagueness and the incomplete nature

or literature in the special field of gymnastics, a study
that considers the factors involved in the efficient
performance of the somersault would be a contribution to

physical education in general and to athletic coaching
in particular.
Purpose ot Study

The primary purpose ot this study was to investigate
the factors attecting the efficient performance of the
tucked back somersault in the tloor tumbling sequence oti
roundott, back handspring, baok somersault.
The investigator submitted the following hypothesis,
that the sequence or pre-somersault movement will have an
effect on the efficient performance of the back
somersault.

Major areas or investigation related to the

hypothesis are:
1.

The position or the body determined by the
angles made by the body segments at the ankle
joint (between toot and lower leg), the knee

joint (between lower leg and thigh), the hip
joint (between thigh and trunk), and shoulder
joint (between trunk and arms) on landing after
the roundott.

3
2.
J.

The time the feet spent in contact with the mat
after the roundoff phase.

The angle of the body segments at the time the
feet lose contact with the mat when commencing
the handspring phase or the sequence.

4.
5.

The speed at which the joints move through the
back handspring phase.

The time the hands remain in contact with the
mat in the hand contact phase or the back
handspring.

6.

The angle the joints make (body position) on

7.

The time the feet remain in contact with the

contact after the back handspring phase.

mat between initial contact from the back
handspring, and the back somersault take-off.

8.

The speed and the direction of jbint movement

9.

The angle made by the body segments at the

at the somersault take-off phase.

somersault take-oft phase, at the point at
which contact is lost with the mat.
Limitations

In consideration of the present study, the
investigator was of the opinion that certain physical
and mechanical char�oteristics may have limited the
findings.

The following limitations were offered with

4
special reference to the present study:
1.
2.

The subjects used were all associated with the

gymnastic team ot Western Michigan University.
The asscessment of performance of all the

subjects was based on standards established by
the Federation of International Gymnastics
(F.I.G.) Code or Points tor Gymnastic

Performance.
3.

The efficiency or performance was judged by the

investigator using the F.I.G. Code or Points as
a guide.

4.

The equipment available through Western Michigan

University television studio, the Department or
Physical Education and Athletics and the

apparatus constructed by the investigator.
5.

The physical condition of the selected subjects
on the day or performance.
Definition or Terms

The following definition of terms and expressions

or terms were established tor use throughout the study:
Somersault is defined by Ladue and Norman as "a
turning or the body about an axis running through or near
the hips {lateral or anterior-posterior}.

Any degree or

rotation about this axis may be classified as a
somersault regardless or the position of the body at
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take-oft."

For the purpose of this study the body was

considered to rotate backward through a J60 degree
rotation starting from, and returning to, the feet.
Roundoff is defined by Loken and Willoughby (14)
as, "a movement used to change forward momentum into
backward momentum so that backward tumbling stunts can

be performed.

This is accomplished by transferring

forward motion from feet to hands making one half turn
in the handstand position and landing back on feet facing
the direction from which motion began."

Back Handspring is described by Loken and Willoughby

(14) as a backward travelling movement in which the body
is put out of balance by a sit back action.

Momentum is

transferred from feet to hand to feet by throwing the arms
and the head back and exerting maximum force with the

feet.

Cinematographical Analysis is a method of analyzing
human motion using high speed motion picture equipment.
Gravity is the attraction between the earth and
other bodies on it.

Broer (5) states:

Since the force of gravity is always
acting on every object, including the
human body, it must be taken into
consideration in all movement. This
force is always exerted in a vertically
downward direction, towards the center
of the earth. The law or falling bodies
states that in the absence of air friction

6

all bodies regardless ot size and weight
will tall with the same acceleration due
to gravity. At sea level this acceleration
is 32.17 feet per second for all purposes
of calculation this can be considered to
be 32 teet per second without undue error
resulting.
Center of Gravity is defined by Williams and

Lissner (30) as, "the point in a body through which the

resultant forces of gravity act."

Athletics for the purpose or this study, is defined
as all sports activities involving same degree or human
movement.
Parabola is the curve traced by the flight of a

body that is projected into free space and is effected
only by the eart�s gravitational pull and by air
resistance.
Neuromuscular Coordination is defined by Mathews

(16) as "the ability of a person to .manipulate his body
physically."
Kinesiology is defined by Scott (22) as the science
which investigates and analyzes human motion.
Neurophysiology.

Websters dictionary defines

physiology as, "dealing with the function and vital
process of living organisms."

Neuro is pertaining to

the nervous system, therefore, neurophysiology may be

defined as, "dealing with the function of the nervous
system.

Kinetics is defined by Williams and Lissner {30) as

"a study of moving bodies including force producing
motion."

Kinematics is a study of the relationship between

displacement velocity and acceleration.

Federation of International Gymnastics F.I.G. is the

world governing body for gymnastic competition.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE
As tar as the investigator can determine the present

study does not duplicate any previously published work.
Several studies were used, however, as a basis tor
reference and knowledge.

The descriptive literature on

the coaching of the particular sequences under
consideration in the present study appear to be
incomplete.

Studies dealing specifically with somersault

action and tumbling, however, did ofter a more
descriptive analysis.
Somersault Action
All or the studies reviewed by the investigator,
dealing speci
: f'ically with somersault action, considered

the movement af'ter contact had been lost with the f'loor.

Little consideration was given to the ef'f'ects of' the
pre-somersault movement on the performance of the
somersault.

Authors (3, 14) of books on advanced

gymnastics techniques described tumbling sequences in
which the somersault action was involved.

Broder and Johnson (4) considered the back

somersault in the tuck position.

The subject was a

highly accomplished tumbler of' national standing.
8

The
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investigators were mainly concerned with somersault

rotation but did make reference to the body angle the
back handspring (the pre-somersault movement) made with
the floor during the pre-take-oft phase.

This was

recorded at 64 degrees to the horizontal mat.

The angle

ot take-off for the somersault was recorded at 47 degrees
to the subject's parabola ot flight.

The subject lifted

his center of gravity to a maximwn height of 4.J feet
during flight and travelled backwards a distance of 5.5
feet.

Broder and Johnson concluded:
the
was
and
his

height and ability to utilize force
exceptionally developed in the subject
they saw no beneficial need to change
mechanics.

Lundien (15) analyzed the back somersault with
particular reference to take-off, take-off angle,
movement ot knees, movement ot head and movement of arms.
A comparison was made between four subjects, two men and
two women. The take-off angle was measured on a line

drawn between the malleolus joint, the center of gravity
of the subject, and the horizontal take-off surface.

The

investigator concluded the optimum angle of take-off was

75 degrees.

Austin (2) in 1959 investigated the double back

somersault.

Although the main purpose of the study was

to analyze the double back somersault after take-off
observations were also made on the pre-somersault

movement.

Austin concluded:

The back handspring preceding the double
back s.omersault must be fast enough and or
suftioient control to translate energy so
that the center of gravity, during
invertical travel exceeds essentially that
of the height or the performer. On take-off
the body is approximately perpendicular
with the mats, with lift created by the
extension of the legs, creating impact with
the mat.
For comparison Austin also analyzed the single back
somersault of one of his subjects and concluded that the
take-off angle was 82 degrees to the horizontal o

Loken and Willoughby (14) described the back

somersault action in the roundoff, back handspring, back
somersault sequence.

While there was no reference to the

optimum angle of take-off, the authors made the following
observation:
Kick back on the back handspring,
simmultaneously reaching upward with
the arms so that the backward motion
established by the roundoff and back
handspring will be directed upwards.
Complete one somersault,kick out from
the tuck for landing.

Baley (3) in his description of the back somersault

following the back handspring, states:

The tumbler has greater momentum so he
can achieve greater height. The feet
should be placed close to the hands.
The knees and hips are extended. The
lift-off should be forward and
vertical.

The International Gymnastics Federation Code of
Points for gymnastics performance lists the following
criteria for evaluation of somersaults:

10
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In order to evaluate all saltos,
(somersaults) forward and backward, as
technically correct. They must be
executed in the following manner; the
seat must be at least head height.
The F.I.G. Code ot points makes reference only to
the height reached by the competitor as a factor in the
technical execution of the somersault and makes no other
stipulation on other factors involved.
Roundoff, Back Handspring
Baley (3) described the comm.on faults experienced
when performing a back handspring trom a roundoff.

Baley

listed the following common errors:
1.

Landing on the feet after the
roundoff with the feet too far
from the hands.

2.

Failing to move out ot the roundoff
immediately into the back handspring.

Loken and Willoughby (14) described the technique

tor performing the roundoff, back handspring sequence.
The authors advised:
Take a good run and execute the roundoft.
It is important to push oft the hands on
the roundoff so the entire body is in the
air at one point. As the feet are snapped
down they should be pulled well under the
body to impart backward motion. Before
the feet land on the roundoff the back
handspring should be started. The hands
should come off the floor during the roundoff
and be carried back as though making a big
circle. Keep the arms straight and continue
the circle so the arms will be forward of
the center ot gravity of the body when they
reach the mat. Snap the legs down from the
waist.
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Gowitzke (11) offered a kinesiological and
neurophysiological analysis of the back handspring.

A

discussion was presented on the effects of muscle
contraction throughout the back handspring and the use of
gravity to put the body in an unbalanced state in order
to produce momentum.

Growitzke contrasted the forces

applied in the back handspring from a static position

with the back handspring performed from the roundoff as
follows:
By way of contrast, in doing a series of
back handsprings the performer overcomes
inertia by taking several steps and a
skip to put the body in motion. She
quickly follows this with a roundoff
which not only increases the momentum
developed but also converts it from
forward to backward motion. The forward
lean of the body throws the center of
gravity outside the base of support so
that gravity helps to rotate the body
over the supporting foot adding to the
momentum already developed. Therefore
the handspring in this instance requires
less muscular effort than when performed
singly and does not require a sitting
start. The greater acceleration and
added momentum have decreased the need
for stretch facilitation of leg extensor
muscles.
From the review of previous literature it appeared that
authors in the field of gymnastic coaching are

inexplicit in their analysis of gymnastics technique.
Descriptions of particular movement sequences show much
cause for misinterpretation.

The few studies that have

been undertaken present a detailed analysis of movement

patterns, however, these studies only covered isolated

stages in movement and do not always present a complete
picture.

Gowitzke (11) in her recent article on

kinesiology and neurophysiology begins to investigate
complex movement patterns previously reserved for more
common, everyday, motions of walking, running, jwnping

and throwing.

It was evident that although more work was being
completed in the field of gymnastics many authors relied
heavily on techniques related to them by other coaches
and made few references to studies dealing with the
analysis ot gymnastic movements.
Cinematography
Analysis or human motion by cinematography requires
experimental controls to ensure validity and reliability.
The two major requirements stated by authorities

(1, 6, 19) are a scale measure from which to relate

spatial relations between a performer and a fixed object,
and a valid timing device from which to time changes in
spatial relations.
Hubbard (1) in a review of the field of

cinematography made reference to important factors

evident when considering the valid analysis of human

movement.

Two major problems in the use of photography

as a research tool are the recording of comparable
spatial realtions and the adequate timing of the changes

lJ
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in spatial relations.
Hubbard stated:
Scientific analysis involves measurement,
and measurement requires accurate recording
of spatial and temporal relations. These
two basic, and hidden, limitations exclude
practically all sports movies from
scientific analysis, unless the material
was taken especially for the purpose ot
providing meaningful measurement. Only
those spatial relations occuring in one
plane perpendicular to the axis of the
camera are directly comparable and any
appreciable movement or displacement in a
third (to and from) dimension is enlarged
or deminished---------. A scale object
should be included in the photographic
view. Knowing the actual size of the
scale object and measuring the apparent
size on the print or projection makes
possible the conversion of measurements
to actual units.
Hubbard suggested the following three methods of
timing changes in spatial relations:

The use of a movie

camera with an internal timer; the use of a movie camera
with variable speed selector (as these cameras are
usually spring driven there is a tendancy for them to be
inaccurate, therefore, exact timing should be obtained by
photographing a falling object through a measured
distance); and the inclusion of a timing device, such as
a high speed electrical counter or large synchronous
clock, in the photographic fieldo

Plagenhoef (19)

reviewed methods of obtaining kinetic data to analyze
human motion.

To secure a valid analysis using the

cinematographical method Plagenhoef states, "A scale, a
vertical plumb line and a timing devise must be included

15

in the field of view of the camera."

A review of recent studies (2, 15, 19, 24, 25, 26,

27) using cinematographical methods in practice support
the views held by Hubbard and Plagenhoet.

Indications

are, however, that computer analysis may be a more
objective method to evaluate future movement patterns.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Subjects
For the purpose of the present study, the
investigator selected four subjects.

Selection of the

participants was based on the ability of the subjects to
execute the sequence culminating in a back somersault;
rotating through 360 degrees, taking off from the feet

and returning to the feet without support. Observations
of each subject was made by the instructor using instant
relay video-tape.

At the initial selection stage, the

height reached by the subjects was not considered as a
factor.

From observation, the investigator assessed

that each subject performed the sequence at varying
levels of ability.

For the initial selection state it

was deemed unnecessary to categorize the participants by
levels or performance.
The subjects were associated with the Western

Michigan University gymnastics team.

Three of the

subjects were members of the varsity gymnastic squad and

had competed in both high school and college level
gymnastics.

The fourth subject was a former member of

the United States Olympic and World Games gymnastics

team, 1960-1962; a former Pan-A.mm. games and N.C.A.A.
16

gymnastics champion; and the present head gymnastic coach
at Western Michigan University.

Two of the varsity

gymnasts were freshmen and the third, a sophomore.

All

of the subjects had been trained by different coaches
when first learning the basic techniques of roundoff•
back handspring, back somersault.
Apparatus
A review of cinematographical method (1, 19}
indicated that specialized equipment was necessary in
order to obtain a valid analysis.

The apparatus used in

this study is in accordance with apparatus used in

previous work on analysis of movement.

The following

list indicates the apparatus used:
1.

1 - 16 mm. Arriflex 16s. battery driven movie
cam.era powered by a 8 volt battery.

The camera

was fitted with a Schneider-Krewznaeh F:

1.9 10

mm. wide angle lens, and an internal tachometer

film speed recorder capable of recording a motor
speed of 50 frames per second.

2.

A Davis Sanford Company "Floating Action"

3.

400 feet, Kodak Tri-x reversal film in black

4.

Six surveyor ranging poles, each 8'-0" long and

tripod.

and white.
subdivided by red and white markings into l'-0"

17

(12") strips.
Company.

Made by the Chicago Steel Tape

5.

1 - 100 foot, Wilson Sporting Goods Steel tape

6.

4 - 10'-0" x 5'-0" gymnastic tumbling mats.

measure.

Arrangement of Apparatus
The apparatus was arranged in the gymnastics
training area in the Western Michigan University

intramural gymnasium (Figures 1 and 2).

To completely

isolate the training area from the rest of the gymnasium,
a green backcloth was drawn across the gymnasium.

Six

gymnastic tumbling mats were laid end to end, in front of
a green curtain, to form a tumbling strip 50'-0" long x
5'-0" wide.

A vertical grid scale, consisting of one

8'-0" long surveyor's pole strapped to a volleyball net
stand, was placed on one end of the tumbling run and on

the same line of pass to be used by the subjects.

The

remaining five surveyor's poles were placed end to end

along the front edge of the tumbling strip to form a
horizontal scale 40'-0" in length.

The horizontal scale

was approximately 2'-6" forward of the line of pass used
by the subjects.
The camera was placed 50'-0" from the horizontal
scale and approximated to the center of the horizontal

scale distance.

The camera was fitted with a 10 mm.

18
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Backcloth
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Figure 1:

Arrangement or Apparatus Plan View

:

Subjects
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Backcloth ---

16 mm.
-----
Camera------
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Figure 2:
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Vertical
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Horizontal
Scale ,

_.==;;:::::::!!!:::::::::::i......L_

-�ts

Arrangement ot Apparatus Side Elevation
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wide angle lens.

The view through the camera from the

distance of 50'-0" encompassed the vertical scale at one

end of the tumbling strip, the complete length of the
horizontal scale, and the subject at the other end of

the tumbling strip.

The camera was leveled horizontally

using a spirit level set in the tripod base plate.

After rechecking for line and level, the camera was

looked in place ready for filming the r equired sequences.
Collection of Data
All data required for analysis were collected and

recorded on 16 mm. tri-x film.

Film sequences were

taken over a one hour period in the gymnastics training
area of the Western Michigan University Intramural
Gymnasium.

The same camera, a 16 mm. Arriflex 16s movie

camera fitted with a 10 mm. wide angle lens was used
throughout the filming procedure.

The camera was

supplied by the Western Michigan University television
studio.

The camera was erected and operated by two

professional technicians from the television studio.
Prior to filming, each subject had anatomical

markings placed on his body at certain joints.

The

anatomical markings were used to facilitate the
recognition of body movement during the analysis of data.
The markings were made with a black water oolor felt tip
marker.

The joints were located by feeling the external
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bony projections of each joint and were marked with a

cross.

The distance between each joint was then measured

and recorded.

In order to expose all anatomical .markings

each subject performed his required sequence wearing only
gy:mnastics shorts or a swim suit.
All sequences were filmed at a maximum camera
operating speed of 50 frames per second.

The camera

speed was used as a timing device for all sequences.
Speed of the camera was fixed by the technicians through
the adjustment of the governor on the camera motor.

A

tachometer set within the camera recorded the actual
running speed and any variation of the filming process.
The camera operated at a constant 50 frames per second

throughout the filming operation.
Each subject was allowed to warm up on the tumbling

strip.

When ready the subjects were asked to make three

passes along the tumbling strip executing the roundoff,

back handspring, back somersault sequence.
was recorded on film.

Each sequence

The subjects performed in order

and were allowed to rest between passes.
In addition to the required sequence each subject
performed a roundoff, back somersault sequence, a

standing back somersault, and a vertical jump.

The

roundoff, back somersault and standing back somersault
were recorded on film.

The vertical jwnp was performed

under the conditions described by Mathews (16) for
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administration in the Indiana Motor Ability Test.

Adjustments were made for the equipment available.

The

jump board was fixed directly to the wall and was
constructed with an inner sliding scale which enabled
the subject to set his reach height to zero before the
jump was performed.

The vertical jump was a test of the

ability of the subject to lift his body into the air from

a standing position.

Each subject made three attempts at

the jump, and the best one, recorded.
Although the measurements were not directly related
to the present study it was believed, by the investigator,
that some relationship may occur between the supplimentary

measurements and t he ability of the subject to perform the
analyzed sequence of roundoff, back handspring, back
somersault.
Methods for Analyzing Data
Apparatus Used for the Analysis of Data
The filmed sequences were analyzed using a
Specto-Analyzing projector, (Figure 3) and an analyzing
table constructed by the investigator (Figure 4).

The

projector made by Specto Company, England, was fitted

with a single frame forward movement switch and a frame
counter.

The analyzing table was of wood construction

with a hole cut in the top.

The edges of the hole were

recessed and a piece of 17¼" x

9¼" plate glass was placed
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Figure 3

Figure 4

l\)
\.Tl

Figure 5

over the hole.

A 12" x 9" mirror was then mounted on a
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wood backboard inclined on legs at 45 degrees to the
ground.

The mirror was portable and placed below the

table directly under the glass top plate.

The complete

analyzing unit was illustrated in Figure 5.

The analyzed

image was projected from the Specto-Analyzer onto the

glass mirror.

At this point the mirror worked on the same

principle as a periscope.

The projected image was

reflected off the mirror at 90 degrees and projected
directly through the glass plate.

A piece of tracing

paper was placed over the glass plate and the projected
image was reflectea on the tracing paper.

There were

several advantages in using an analyzing table instead of
the wall projection method:

the investigator analyzed

from a more natural sitting position; the tracing paper
did not have to be stuck or held and could be moved

freely; the investigator was not constantly leaning

across the projected image to make tracings, therefore
blocking his own view; and the tracing could be made from
any three sides of the table without interfering with
projection.

Methods of Analyzing Data
The filmed sequences were analyzed using the methods
described by Hubbard (1), Plagenhoef (19), and others
(2, 15}.

Frame by frame projection was made.

Stick

figure drawings were then constructed of each projected
image.

The drawings were reproduced by connecting the

anatomical markings placed on the body of each subject
with a single line.

Numerous single drawings produced a

composite sequence drawing from which the investigator
was able to measure the angles of displacement of body

segments, the speed at which joints moved, the direction
and displacement of joint movement and the time factors
within movement sequences.
Anatomical Data
Many forms of locomotion are achieved by pushing
with the feet or toes against a supporting surface and by

the action of the hip, knee, ankle and other joints of
the body.

Movement is also dependent on physical and

mechanical laws to the same extent as any object residing
on the surface of the earth.

Scott (22) in a book on the

analysis of human movement states:

"The human mechanism

must meet both the static and dynamic demands of
extremely diverse activitieso

The physical laws

governing matter are universal, human mechanics are but

an illustration of these general Principles."

Breer l5)

relates muscular activity to physical mechanics when
discussing the efficiency of human movement.
observed that:

She

The human body is made up of weights
(.mass of body segments), levers {bones)
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and devices for producing force {muscles
and levers), it responds to the laws of
mechanics just as any other system of
weights and levers. The problem is to
determine how the body weight can be
handled so as to maintain stability at
rest or in motion (or to use instability
to advantage), and produce and control
force, in the performance of various
types of tasks so that the des.ired
result can be obtained with the least
amount ot strain and expenditure of
energy.
Dyson (8) in an analysis of the mechanics of
athletics states:

"The muscle forces of the body are

applied through a system of levers."
The present study was mainly involved with the
movement of various joints of the body and the angles
these joints made at certain instances throughout a
movement sequence.

It was nec.essary therefore, to

identify particular joints.

It was assumed that the main

force exerted throughout the movement sequence under
analysis was from the legs, thus the main joints involved
in leg movement, the knee and the hip joints, were
located.

Since the relative position or the trunk and

the arms would be a contributing factor to the movement

efficiency, it was necessary to locate the joints at the
shoulder, the elbow and the wrist.
The investigator located the boney projection of
the joint externally by feeling the projection.
Difficulty was experienced if the subject had an unusual
amount of fatty tissue surrounding the joint.

The

JO
aubjeots used for the present study were relatively tree

of such tissue and the external location of the joint

through indentification of the bony projections was a
simple matter.
It should be noted that the bony projection at the
joint is not an exact indication of the joint center.
Williams and Liasner (JO) point out errors when discussing
surface landmarks associated with joint centers.

Citing

the work of Dempster, Williams and Lissner state:
In kinetic analysis of human motion the
important moving units are not the
various bones, which support the
surrounding soft tissue structure, but
rather the total mass of the segment
which turns about the joint axis. The
rotation axis are not located at the
junction of the bones. For example,
the axis at the hip lies within the
femoral head and the shoulder within
the humeral.
The practical impossibility of locating the exact

rotating joint center for the study are stressed.

the opinion of the investigator that the difference

It was

between the external bony projections and the rotating
joint centers, as stated by Dempster, was so small;
(0.4" in the hip, 5 mm. in the ankle and 8 mm.. in the
elbow) that for the purpose of the present study the
external bony projections could be considered to
represent the joint centers.
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Mechanical Theory
The following are a discussion of some or the
mechanical laws and mathematical procedures that relate
to the actions of a body in motion.

The human body is

governed by certain physical laws of motion, therefore,

any study involving the mechanics of movement must take
into consideration these laws.
Motion implies a change of place or position.
involves direction and speed.

It

Motion or a body or object

or any part thereof, is brought about when a force of

sufficient magnitude to overcome the objects inertia
(the resistance to change of position or motion) is
applied to it.
laws of motion:
First Law:

Newton1 formulated the following three
an object which is at rest or in

motion will remain at rest or in motion at the
same speed unless acted upon by another force.

Second Law:

when a body is acted upon by a

force, its resulting change in speed is
proportional to the force and inversely

proportional to the mass of the body.
Third Law:

for every action force there is

an equal and opposite reaction force.
ls1r Is.sac Newton, 18 Century English Mathematician

Gravity:

All bodies on the earth are attracted to

the earth by the force known as gravity.

The actual

numerical value of gravity will change depending on the
part of the surface of the earth on which you are standing
Authorities (5, 22} regard this change so

at the time.

small that, tor all practical purposes, the acceleration
exerted on a body due to gravity is, 32 ft./sec/sec.
Velocity:

is defined by Breer (5) as:

distance a body moves in a given time."

"The

The velocity

formula is expressed as follows:

Velocity: Distance or V: S
Time
t

Projectile:

Scott (22}, when analyzing hwnan

motion, defines the projectile as:

"An object set in

motion by an external force, but carried in motion by
its own inertia, and moving as a detached or independent
object."

The human body when performing a jump, or a

dive, becomes a projectile. The external force that

affects the flight of the projectile can be considered
as the muscular force exerted by the body, when

stationary, or in motion. The flight path of the

projectile is, however, dependent on three other factors:

the angle at which the body is projected, the speed at
which the body is travelling and the pull of gravity.

Broer (5) when discussing the efficiency of hwnan

motion describes the important factor of take-off angle
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when considering the path of a projectile.

The height

a projectile reaches or the distance a projectile travels

is dependent on the take-off angle.

When a body is

projected at a great sixty degree angle (figure six)
relative to the horizontal base, the body will have a
large vertical component ot force and a comparatively
small horizontal component of force.

When the body is

projected at a small thirty degree angle (figure six)
relative to the horizontal base, the body will receive a

<I)

0
�
0
�
1H
0
.µ
q
(I)
q
0
�
0

,..,aj
0

•n

.µ
�
(I)

l>._____..____,;_____._______._____

Horizontal Component ot Force

Figure 6:

Significance of Projectile Angle
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large horizontal component of force and a relatively

small vertical component of force.

From the above

reasoning it would, therefore, appear logical that when

a body is projected for height the closer the angle of
take-off approximates 90 degrees the higher the body
will be projected.

When gravity is 32 feet/second/second;

and G is the angle of take-off, the distance a projectile

travels in flight is stated as follows:
Distance= Velocity2 x sine 2Q
The magnitude of the force propelling the projectile
depends on the mass of the body and the speed of the body

imparting the force.

The larger the mass of the objects

imparting the f orce, and the greater the speed, the

greater will be the force imparted.

The momentum of a

body depends on force (mass) and speed (velocity).

above reasoning would, therefore, indicate that the

The

variable factors involved when a body is projected into
free space are:

the angle at which the body is projected,

the speed and direction the body is moving at the time of
projection, and the force at which the body is projected.

The effects of gravity will remain a constant factor.

For the purpose of the present study air resistance has
been neglected.
Vectors:

are defined by Stewart and Gingrich (23}

as "lines which by their direction and magnitude represent
forces.

A vector may be used to represent not only force
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but any quantity which has direction and magnitude.''
For the purpose of the present study the speed

of each joint was resolved into horizontal and vertical
components by taking scale measurements from constructed
sequence drawings.

A resultant component was then

drawn between the horizontal and the vertical components,
giving a displacement vector for each joint.

The

distance moved by the joint was then measured and
divided by the time required to move the distance.

An

indication was therefore given of the joint speeds at
particular instances throughout the movement sequence.
Measurement of Angles:

All angular displacement

was measured directly from constructed sequence drawings.
The angular measurements gave an indication of the
angles subtended by two body segments meeting at a
joint.

Measurements were taken using a 3! inch diameter

Sterling Circular Protractor.

The zero center of the

protractor was placed on the joint between the angles
of the body segments.

Displacement angles were measured

in a counter-clockwise direction from the lower to the
upper body segment.
Correction Factor:

A close analysis of the required

filmed sequence showed that the use of a 10 mm. wide angle
lens gave a considerable amount of shortening within the
filmed field.

Careful measurements taken from a still
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frame of the filmed sequence revealed the shortening to
be eleven· inches in a distance of twenty-two feet.

The

twenty-two toot distance was obtained by reading directly

from the horizontal grid scale.

The eleven inch error

was determined by measuring the difference between the
end of the horizontal scale, which corresponded to the
end of the tumbling strip, and the point at which the

subjects line of pass bi-sected the shortened end of the
mat (figure 7).

The error was checked by projecting

all the parallel gymnasium floor marks until they
converged on a single point.

The twelve inch markings on

the grid scale were then projected to the same point, and
through the line of pass made along the mats by the
subjects (figure 8).

It was found that, at the point

at which the grid lines crossed the line of pass, a one
halt inch error occurred for every twelve inch grid
measurement.

For a distance of twenty-two feet this

error totaled to eleven inches.

The correction factor

was, therefore, calculated as follows.

22 feet (grid scale) - 21'-1" (line of pass)
correction factor:

: 21'-l''
22'-0"

- 0.96

or alternatively:

12" (grid scale} : 11.5 (line of pass).

correction error:

=

ll.!.i
12

Error Cause by
Use of Wide Angle
Lens

Mats

------,r--.---

Sub·e cts Line of Pass
21 '-l" Measured Distanc

Horizontal Scale
22'-0" Measured Dista ce

Figure 7:

Correction Error for Wide Angle Lens

--- Point at Which Projected
Lines Meet

·------•---i-------------

Line ot Pass or Subject-1

Horizontal Scale

Markings

Figure 8:

Correction Error tor Wide Angle Lens
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The calculations showed that all horizontal and vertical
measurements taken f rom the film should be multiplied by
a 0.96 correction factor.
Method Used For Selection ot Data
For use in the present study the investigator

selected the best of the three sequences performed by
each individual.

Each sequence was recorded on film.

The sequences were analysed using the analysing projector.
The investigator assessed the best performance by

determining the height gained in the back somersault.

Each sequence was projected through the analyser until
the point at which the subject lost contact with the mat
was reached.

The film was then stopped and a mark placed

on tracing paper corresponding to the anatomical mark on
the subjects hip joint. The film was again allowed to

continue through the analyser until the highest point in

the somersault flight was reached.

The film was then

stopped and the hip joint marking recorded.

The vertical

distance between the first mark and the second mark was
measured.

The highest somersault was regarded to have

been performed in the sequence in which the markings were
the greatest vertical distance apart.

CHAPTER IV

Analysis and Interpretation of Data
The present study was conducted in order to

determine the affect ot the pre-somersault movements,
roundoff, back handspring, had on the ability of the
subject to perform a backward somersault efficiently.
Nine major areas of investigation were indicated and
briefly tabulated:
1.

The position of the body determined by the
angles made by the body segments on landing

after the roundoff.
2.
3.

The time the feet spend in contact with the mat
after the roundoff phase.

The angle the body segments make when contact is

lost with the mat when commencing the back
handspring.

4.

The speed at which the joints move through the

5.

The time the hands remain in contact with the

back handspring phase.
mat in the hand contact phase of the back
handspring.

6.

The angles made by the body segments on contact
after the back handspring.
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?.

The time the feet remained in contact with the

8.

The speed and direction of joint movements prior

mat prior to somersault take-off.
to take-oft.

9.

The angle made by the body segments at take-off.

For the purpose of analyzing results each filmed

sequence was divided into six phases.

The phases,

denoted phase one through phase six, represented a
particular action of the sequence as indicated:
Phase 1.

Encompassed the time the feet we.re in

contact with the mat, on landing from the roundoff to
take-off into the back handspring.
Phase 2.

The flight from loss of foot contact

when commencing the back handspring to the hand contact
point in the back handspring.
Phase 3.

The time the hands were in contact with the

Phase 4.

The flight period from loss of hand con tact

mat during the back handspring.

in the back handspring to foot contact.
Phase 5�

The time the feet were in contact with the

mat on landing from the back handspring to take-off for
the back somersault.
Phase 6.

The height reached by the subject and the

horizontal distance travelled in the back somersault.
In addition to phasing each sequence, the subjects

were classified in order of ability to perform a
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back somersault efficiently according to the F.I.G. Code
or Points.

The best performance made by each subject was

compared wi th the best performances ot each or the other
three subjects.

Each sequence was analyzed in the manner

previously described.

As a result of the performance the

subjects were classified as follows:

subject one

performed the best somersault; subject two, performed the
second best somersault; subject three, performed the
third best somersault and subject tour the fourth best
somersault.

The height reached in the somersault by each

subject along with the distance travelled was tabulated
and shown in Table 1.

'I1he complete sequence for each

subject was shown in figures 26, 27, 28 and 29.
Subject

Height reached
(feet}

Distance Travelled
( feet}

Two

3.45

2.84

4.56

Three

2.72

2.72

Four

1.96

4.37

One

2.23

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF HEIGHT AND DISTANCE TRAVELLED BY
EACH SUBJECT WHEN PERFORMING THE BACKWARD SOMERSAULT
Analysis of Phase One
The analysis of phase one began after the roundoff
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when foot contact was made with the mat.

Segmental

inclinations at anatomical joints were measured and

presented in graphical form in figures 9, 10, 11, and 12.
The joint speeds were calculated periodically throughout
the phase.
speeds.

Table 2 shows the tabulation of joint

Figure 13 illustrates a stick figure

representation of phase one for each subject.

The information contained in figures 9, 10, 11, and
12, gave an indication of segmental movements about the
rotation axis of the joint.

The angles were measured in

such a way that downward sloping lines showed flexion at
the joint and upward sloping lines indicated extension.
When contact was made with the mat after the

roundoff, all subjects showed an advanced stage of
backward movement.

In every case the toes made the ·first

contact with the mat, followed by a settling of the body
onto the f eet.

Knee flexion angle was similar in all

cases; subjects one and two demonstrated angles of 227
degrees and 223 degrees respectively, subject three

showed an angle of 206 degrees and subject four, 202

degrees.

Inclination angles measured at the hip joint

demonstrated that all subjects adopted a similar body

position w ith subjects two, three and four showing 100
degrees, 105 degrees and 95 degrees,respectively.
one, however, with a 116 degree angle, exhibited a
slightly more advanced stage of extension.

Subject
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trunk inclination at the shoulder joint did not
demonstrate the same consistency. Subjects one and three

showed flexion with 90 and 85 degree angles.

Subjects

two and four indicated a more advanced extension with
angles of 118 degrees and 115 degrees. The first 0.04

seconds after contact was made with the mat indicated a

similar movement pattern for all subjects.

Flexion was

demonstrated at the ankle joint and extension at the knee,
hip and shoulder joints. An exception was indicated in
the actions of subject two, where a slight ankle extension
took place in the first 0.04 seconds followed by ankle
flexion.

The greatest variance from a standard movement
pattern was evident at the ankle joint. Subjects two and
four appeared to have no resting time on the feet.
soon as maximum flexion was reached, extension took
place.

As

Subjects one and three demonstrated periods of

maximum foot contact, with no extension or flexion at the
ankle, of 0.04 seconds and 0.14 seconds respectively.

All

subjects showed a rapid extension at the ankle joint

ranging from between 0.04 seconds to 0.08 seconds prior

to the end of phase one.

Movement at the knee joint followed the same pattern

as that at the ankle.

Subjects two and four demonstrated

extension followed by immediate flexion.

Flexion began

slowly and increased rapidly for the final 0.04 seconds
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of the phase.

Subjects one and four showed extension, no

movement, extension and tlexion over the final 0.08 •
seconds of the phase.

In movements demonstrated at the

hip joint, subjects one, two and four followed a regular
pattern ot continuous extension throughout the movement.
At the shoulder joint, all subjects demonstrated an
extension pattern; however, no relationship appeared
between any ot the subjects. Subject one maintained a
rapid extension tor the first 0.12 seconds of movement
and tlexion tor the final 0.08 seconds.

Subject two

demonstrated gradual extension, followed by slight

flexion a·nd rapid extension for the final 0.04 seconds.
Subject three showed an irregular pattern of rapid and
slow extension throughout the phase, whereas subject four
maintained an almost continuous extension.
The time spent in contact with the mat appeared to

be a factor affecting the movement patterns. Subjects
two and four spent the least time in mat contact, 0.17
seconds.

Both subjects demonstrated a greater unity of

movement with rapid extension and flexion at the joint.
Subjects one and three had a contact time of 0.18 seconds
and 0.26 seconds respectively.

Both subjects one and two

demonstrated an irregular pattern of extension and
flexion.

In the case of subjects one, two and four,

maximum extension and flexion took place in the last 0.08
seconds of the phase.

Subject three required 0.10

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF VECTOR SPEED OF JOINTS FOR EVERY
0 o 04 SECONDS OF MOVEMENT, PHASE 1.
Joint
Ankle

Subjects
One
Two

Time (Seconds}
0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.26
5

5

·6
10

Three
Knee

Four

8

18

One

12

10

Two

5

Three

14

4

Hip

Wrist

9

6

10

5

10

3

5

6

15

One

18

6

Two

13

Three

19. 5

5

12

19

25

20

18

26

12

18

18

Four
Shoulder

4

6

Four

One
Two

11
22

6

21

9

6

Three

18

Four

24

24

24

Two

43

42

42

48

42

Three

12

26

39

Four

39

48

One

35

14

48

6

18

17

10
10

16

18

21 13

12

37

34

48

47

13

24
48
48

38

36

51

52

seconds tor maximum extension and f lexion.
Table two represents the vector speed ot each joint
for every 0.04 seconds of movement.

It was noted in the

majority of cases that the joint was moving at the greatest
speed when contact was lost with the mat.

Very little

movement was demonstrated at the ankle joint until

extension commenced.

The knee and hip joints showed

movement throughout the phase but not to the extent of
that demonstrated at the shoulder and wrist.

Subject

four appeared to maintain the greatest speed of joint
movement; however, relative speeds at particular times
throughout the phase did not vary greatly.
features were:

Two noticeable

the maximum speed of the hip joint seen at

the beginning of the phase, a demonstration of the
"sit back" into the handspring; and the speed variations
shown by subject one at the shoulder and wrist, an
indication of a slowing of the movement as opposed to the
acceleration demonstrated by the other subjects.

The

"sit back" was not so evident in subjects two and four.
Both subjects spent 0.16 seconds in mat contact.

This

would seem to agree with Gowitzke (11} when she noted
that less extension ot the leg was needed as speed

increased.
Analysis of Phase Two
Phase two represents the flight time between loss of

foot contact and hand contact in the back handspring.
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The speed at which the joints were travelling was
calculated and shown in Table 3.

Stick figure

representation of phase two as performed by each subject
was presented in Figure 14.
The vector displacement shown in Table 3 gave an

indication of an equalization of joint speeds.

The ankle

joint and the knee joint showed a general acceleration

throughout the phase with maximum speed reached when hand
contact was made.

Subject three demonstrated a decrease

in speed at the hip joint, whereas for subjects one, two
and four, marginal speed changes were evident.

At the time

contact was made, subjects one, two and four had hip

speeds of 18 feet per second, 15 feet per second and 18

feet per second, respectively; subject three experienced
a hip speed decrease to 6 feet per second.

movement s howed very little change in speed.

Shoulder

The general

tendency, however, appeared to be towards a decrease in
speed.

Subject three indicated a speed increase, whereas,

subject one demonstrated little movement after 0.04

seconds.

A general decrease in speed was indicated at

the wrist joint.

It appeared that maximum speed for all

subjects was experienced at the end of phase one.

The

rapid decrease in wrist speed at the end of phase two may
be a result of mat resistance when the hands made
contact.

Subject four did not appear to have a rapid
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF VECTOR SPEEDS OF JOINTS FOR EVERY
0.04 SECONDS OF MOVEMENT, PHASE 2.
Joint
Ankle

Subject
One

26

21

Four

13

24

26

One

19

10

26

26

Two

16

20

22

25

One
Two

Four
One

Two
Three
Four
One
Two
Three
Four

22

27

16

Three

Wrist

· 20

13

Four

Shoulder

12

12

Three

Hip

17

Time (Seconds)
0.08 0.12
0.16

Two

Three

Knee

0.04

15

15

15

12

15
12

13
12
11

22

18

14

14

8

13

14

5

28

20

16

15

24

18

6

18
6

13

10

14

10

6

11

6

15

12

10

28

11

18

22

48

24

22

36

29

12

14

24

35

36

32

19

23

0.18

4

8
12
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Figure 14: Stick Figure Representation Through Successive
Film Frames ot Position ot Body Segments (Phase 2).
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speed decrease which may be accounted for in the choice
of film frame considered for analysis of flight. The

flight time ot subject one was recorded as 0.18 seconds

and that of subject four as 0.12 seconds. Subject two
and subject three showed a flight time of 0.16 seconds
and 0.14 seconds,respectively.
When hand contact was made with the mat, the angles

subtended by the body segments at the joints were in
close relationship for each subject. The general

impression of the sequence at the end of phase two showed
a close relationship between body angles and joint
speeds.

Analysis of Phase Three
The analysis of phase three began when hand contact
was made with the mats during the back handspring.

The

position the body segments made on contact with the mat
was shown in Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18. It was noted

from the graphs that the body positions at the knee, hip,
and shoulder joints had a close relationship in all
subjects.

The general patterns of movement, as indicated

by graph, appeared to present a more constant picture
than in phase one.

In the first 0.08 seconds of the

phase all subjects demonstrated flexion of the knee, hip
and shoulder.

Subjects one and two demonstrated extension

at the wrist; subjects three and four demonstrated
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Figure 19: Stick Figure Representation Through Successive
Film Frames of Position ot Body Segments (Phase 3).

flexion.

A close relationship occurred, in the
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performance of subjects one and two, between hip flexion

and wrist extension.

Maximum. wrist extension occurred

during the final 0.08 seconds of the phase, which could be
regarded as the "push" from the mat.

Hip flexion was also

at a maximum. during the final 0.08 seconds of the movement.

At this stage, hip flexion was regarded as an indication
that the legs were being brought forceably down for foot
contact (phase five}.

Subjects three and four did not

have such a push-flexion relationship.

In the latter

cases, hip flexion began 0.12 seconds and 0.08 seconds
before wrist extension. The flexion shown at the knee
joint would suggest that all subjects tended to

straighten the legs during the contact phase.
pattern varied, however, for each subject.

The

Subject one

demonstrated rapid flexion followed by extension, which
would suggest a bending of the knees.

Subject four

demonstrated a similar action but with longer flexion time.
Subject two showed flexion and subject three demonstrated
alternate extension, flexion, movements throughout the

phase. Movement at the wrist showed that subjects one
and two spent 0.08 seconds in hand contact before
extension or push-off from the hands began.

Subjects

three and four spent a far greater length of time in
hand contact.

Subject three was in contact 0.20 seconds

before extension occurred and subject four, 0.16 seconds.
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TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF VECTOR SPEEDS OF JOINTS FOR EVERY
0.04 SECONDS OF MOVEMENT, PHASE 3.
Joint
Ankle

Knee

Subject
One

Two

45

21

39

40

42

43
J6

48

48

45

J3

42

36

Four

32

40

42

34

One

22

26

28

22

Two

24

24

24

24

Three

24

19

24

24

21

22

2J

24
18

One

18

10

12

14

21

Two

12

8

6

lJ

Three

12

10

6

9

8

15

8

8

12

6

7

Four

Shoulder

42

Time (Seconds)
0.12 0.16 0.20

Three

Four
Hip

0.04 0.0 8

One

16
4

Two

Wrist

14
6
10

One

Four

16

11

6

12

12

Two

Three

36

12

Three
Four

0.24

5

11
6
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Table 4 illustrated the vector speed of each joint
every 0.04 seconds throughout phase three.

A general

interpretation of the vector speeds at the ankle, knee and
hip joints suggests that the time the subject remained in
contact with the mat inversely affected the speed at which
the joint was moving.

It was noted that when contact was

lost with the mat, the ankle, knee and hip joints
demonstrated a tendency to reduce vector speed.

The

shoulder and wrist joints exhibited little or no movement
until 0.04 seconds before contact was lost. The sudden
increase in speed represented the "push" from the mat.
When contact was lost with the mat subjects one and two

maintained slightly faster joint movements than subjects

three and four.
Analysis of Phase Four
Phase four represents the final stage of the back
handspring, the flight between loss of hand contact and
pre-take-off toot contact. The relationship of body
segment angles at the knee, hip and shoulder joints shown
in Figure 20, revealed several interesting factors
concerning body actions.

Subjects one and four demonstrated

flexion at the knee joint followed by extension.
three showed a slight extension.

Subject

The flexion pattern

indicated subjects one, two and three were beginning to
bend the legs in preparation for toot contact. Subject
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two demonstrated a slight extension at the knee, followed

by flexion; indicating that the subject was beginning to
extend his legs in preparation tor the take-off push.

At

the hip joint, each subject demonstrated flexion followed
by extension.

A rapid pulling down of the legs in

preparation for contact was a possible cause of flexion
at the hip.

Subjects two, three and tour maintained

flexion in the first 0,04 seconds of the flight followed
by rapid extension, indicating that a possible trunk
extension occurred before foot contact was made.

Subject

one, who failed to demonstrate such rapid flexion at the

hip, demonstrated very little extension before contact
was made,

It was noted, however, that subject one was

in the most advanced stage of extension when contact was
made.

The arm movement in relation to the trunk appeared

in tlexion tor subjects two and three.

Subjects one and

four demonstrated flexion followed by extension at the

shoulder, indicating a possible lifting of the arms before
contact was made.

The relationship between trunk and arm

extension for both subject suggested that arm extension

was in addition to, and independent of, trunk extension.
Vector speeds reached by the joints were shown in

Table 5.

All four subjects experienced a slowing of the

ankle and knee joint speed as mat contact was made,

At the
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hip joint a tendency to increase speed as the movement
continued was indicated.

When contact was made with the

mat the hip maintained a sitting action which was the
possible cause of the increase in speed.

The figures

recorded, however, indicated very little acceleration

effect.

When contact was made with the mats all subjects

recorded similar vector displacement speeds, with subject

one travelling slightly faster than the other three.

The

shoulder joint demonstrated slight increases in speed
throughout the movement.

The increase in speed was a

possible indication of trunk extension before contact was
made with the feet.

Subject two demonstrated a decrease

in speed at the shoulder which may have indicated there
was no evident trunk extension.

In all cases, there was

a considerable increase in wrist speed; however, the

increase could not be totally attributed to a forceable

lift of the arms.

In the case of subject three, increase

in wrist speed was very similar to that of shoulder
speed.

Reading in conjunction with the sketches of phase

four in Figure 21, it was evident that shoulder action
was a greater influence on wrist speed; therefore, the

wrist followed the path of the shoulder joint.

Subject

tour demonstrated a wrist speed of 36 feet per second
which was the only case in which independent arm lift
was suggested.

The figures did indicate, however,

subjects one and two evidenced some arm extension,
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TABLE 5: SUMMARY OF VECTOR SPEEDS OF JOINTS FOR EVERY
0.04 SECONDS OF MOVEMENT, PHASE 4.
Joint
Ankle

Knee

Subject
One

26

27

Three

30

24

Four

30

One

23

6

20

15

15

Two

18

14

18

15

16

15

14

12

18

18

16

18

One
Two

Three

Wrist

34

36

Four

Shoulder

36

Time (Seconds)
0.08
0.12

Two

Three
Hip

0.04

Four

16

One

18

Two

18

Three

10

Four

14

12

15

12
11

16

Two

8

24

8

20

19

24

Four

14

16

12
18

20

16
19

20

16

One
Three

0.14

12

14

12

36

24
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towards the latter stage of the phase.

It was noted that the extra flight time may have

contributed to the development of an increase in joint
speed at the hip, shoulder and wrist, without placing the

body in a position ot excessive backward displacement.
Analysis of Phase Five
Phase five represented the final foot contact
preceding take-off for the back somersault.

The

segmental inclinations at the joints were shown in
Figures 22 and 23.

It was observed that subjects two,

three and four made the first contact on the toes followed

by a settling onto the feet which accounted for the
extended time in foot contact.

Subject one demonstrated

foot landing, with little evidence of initial toe
contact.

The lack of toe contact appeared to assist

subject one in spending less time in mat contact.

Extension at the knee was demonstrated by all four
subjects.

An interpretation of the extension action

suggested that all subjects adopted some form of a
"sitting position" when mat contact was made.

Subject

one demonstrated 80 degrees or extension, whereas,
subject four showed 28 degrees to reach a maximum
extension of 240 degrees.

It was also noted that subject

two extended 20 degrees at the knee joint but only reached

a maximum extension of 221 degrees, four degrees less
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than subject one.

Subject three reached a maximum

extension of 232 degrees and spent 0.01 seconds longer

to reach maximum extension than the other three
subjects. Note was also made of the movement

relationship between ankle extension and knee tlexion.
Subjects one and two demonstrated ank�e extension and

knee flexion at the same instant in the phase. Maximum
hip extension was shown to coincide with maximum knee
and ankle action.

Subjects three and tour exhibited

knee tlexion and maximum hip extension 0.04 seconds
before ankle extension.

In all cases maximum shoulder

extension also coincided with maximum extension and
tlexion or the other joints.

An interpretation or

the movement pattern indicated that subject one and
subject two appeared to adopt an extension - flexion
pattern with all joints illustrating maximum movement
simultaneously. Subjects three and tour began an
extension.-tlexion pattern and then later in the phase
added further extension. Subjects two and three
demonstrated tlexion of 180 degrees at the knee which
indicated that maximum tlexion was attained.

Subjects

one and tour indicated, at take-ott, a certain amount
ot extension was still evident.

All subjects showed

continuous hip extension to reach a take-off angle at
the hip segment or approximately 180 degrees. Two

distinct movement patterns appeared in the segmental
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inclinations at the shoulder joint.

Subjects one and two

demonstrated a relatively continuous extension to a
take-oft inclination or 140 degrees. Subject three

indicated no further extension while subject four
demonstrated a rapid tlexion. The pattern appeared to
indicate that subjects one and two continued arm

extension into the somersault,whereas, subject three and
subject tour appeared to stop or reverse the arm action.

The reason tor the latter pattern or movement.could be
explained by a possible early reaching back or the hands
to hold the "tuck" position tor the somersault.

The vector displacement of the joints �as tabulated

in Table 6.

At the ankle joint all subjects indicated a

similar pattern, increasing in speed until take-oft was
made.

The movement at the knee joint demonstrated two

distinct speed patterns. Subjects one and tour exhibited

a speed increase at the knee , whereas, subjects two and
three demonstrated a decrease in speed as take-oft was
approached.

A possible explanation was that both subjects

one and t our followed segmental extension at the knee by

immediate tlexion, which demonstrated continuous change in
motion.

Subjects two and three each had evidence ot

non-extension or non-tlexion which was recorded at 0.04 to
0.08 seconds ot phase five.

Table 6 indicated that the

drop in joint displacement speed coincided with the
period ot non-segmental movement.

At the hip joint all
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TABLE 6: SUMMARY OF VECTOR SPEEDS OF JOINTS FOR THE
FIRST O. 20 SECONDS OF SOMERSAULT FLIGHT, PHASE 6.
Joint
Ankle

Subject
One

Four

4

One

5

10

Two

12

6

Three

14

12

6

10
10

10

8

Two

11

5

8

14

2

8

Four

6

4

One

16

18

12

16

8

20

18

Four

25

18

20

Two

36

42

Three

26

42

28

Four

35

24

24

28

10

7

20

36

10

9

16

One

8

16

One

Three

0.16

12

6

Two

Wrist

0.12

5

Three
Shoulder

0.1
. 11

6

Four
Hip

0.08

Two

Three
Knee

0.04

20

32

18

32
28

subjects demonstrated a slowing of hip extension after

0.08 seconds of movement followed by an acceleration.

The cause-effect of the acceleration was possibly a result
of the rapid extension and flexion of the segments after

the 0.08 second period.

It was noted that the

displacement speed of subject three continued to increase
and coincided with late extension and flexion movements.
Vector displacement at the shoulder joint demonstrated
many variations. Subject one maintained an almost
constant speed throughout the movement.

Subject two

increased speed from 16 feet per second to 20 feet per
second, then remained constant until take-off.

Subject

three generally increased shoulder speed but on take-off
was not travelling at maximum displacement.

Subject

four offered evidence of a slowing of the shoulder
displacement at take-oft, which may have been accounted

tor by the flexion demonstrated in the segments at the
shoulder joint. All subjects indicated a tendency to

slow the speed of wrist displacement.

It was noted that

subject one and subject four demonstrated maximum
displacement in the first 0.04 seconds of contact.
Subject two and subject three reached maximum

displacement 0.08 seconds after contact, which was also
the maximum speed reached by all subjects, 42 feet per
second.
The climax of phase five was the actual take-off for
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the somersault performance.

The height the subjects

gained and the horizontal distance travelled in flight
were shown in Table 1.

The segmental inclinations made

with the joints at the moment of take-off were discussed.
Previous references to the projectiles (page 32) and
anatomical data (page 28) indicated that the angle of
projection is an important factor; and the force to
project the body into the air was thought to be
transmitted partly through leg action.

The angle the

body subtended with the horizontal surface, on a line
drawn through the ankle and hip joints was,,measured
(see Figure 24).

As the take-off force was transmitted

through the legs, to the body at the pelvic girdle, it

was estimated that the take-off angle line represented the
inclination of the body at take-off.

The measurements

showed that all subjects leaned forward; that is, the

body had not reached 90 degrees to the horizontal, when
take-off was made.

Subject one and subject two

demonstrated a take-off angle of 79 degrees and 78
degrees, respectively; whereas, subjects three and four

demonstrated greater take-off angles of 84 degrees and
88 degrees, respectively.

Segmental inclination shown in

Figures 22 and 23 indicated that subjects two, three and
four had a greater extension:

180 degrees, 178 degrees,

and 180 degrees, than subject one who recorded 177
degrees.

The effect of these measurements coupled with
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the measurements of the take-off angle, demonstrated that:
subject one leaned forward relative to hip and shoulder
position; subject two had reached a position where the

shoulder was directly in line with the hip at take-off;
subject three was shown to have passed over the hip with
the shoulder and had in effect, leaned back relative to
take-off.

Subject four also demonstrated a backward lean

but to a greater extent than subject three.

An

examination of the vector displacement of the hip and
knee at take-off indicated that subject one had the
greatest speed whereas, subjects two, three and four

demonstrated speeds similar to but less than subject one.
Analysis of Phase Six
Phase six considered body movements immediately

after take-off for the back somersault and to the point

at which the knees we�e drawn in and held in the tuck
position.

The height gained and the horizontal distance

travelled in the somersault were noted and recorded in
Table 1.

Stick figure representation of the movement was

shown in Figure 25.

The theory of projectiles indicated once a body has

lost contact with the ground the angle of flight, and the
force exerted, predetermine the body's flight path.

The

human body is non-rigid; therefore, as contact is lost

with the mat the flight path is influenced by the
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rotation of the various joints. An examination of the
displacement of segments and joints gave an indication

of the movement pattern immediately after take-oft.

The rotation pattern for each subject was indicated
in Figure 25. The effects of the angle of take-off were
clearly demonstrated.

Subjects one arid two essentially

maintained an upward lift with the shoulders inclined in

a position forward of the hip joint.

Subjects three and

four continued to demonstrate an essentially backward
rotation of the shoulders.

Separate techniques were

demonstrated by subjects one and two. After take-off

subject two maintained hip extension for the 0.2 seconds
ot the phase. ·The continued extension or overemphasis

appeared to push the hips forward over the feet and force
the shoulders back.

The action possibly accounts for a

slight loss in height as vertical momentum would be

transfered into horizontal, forward movement. Subject
one indicated flexion at the hip joint. The cause-effect
was vertical momentum with slightly more backward travel
than was shown by subject two.

It appeared that the

greater upward lift, demonstrated by the position of the

shoulder joint was in part responsible for the height

gained by subject one.

The observation was strengthened

by the figures shown in Table 7 which indicated that
subject two had a greater vector speed at take-off than
subject one. The effect of take-off angle was further
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TABLE 7: SUMMARY OF VECTOR SPEEDS OF JOINTS FOR THE
FIRST 0.20 SECONDS OF SOMERSAULT FLIGHT, PHASE 6.
Joint
Ankle

Subject
One
Two

Three
Knee

20

12

13

12

20

9

9

17

16

. 22

22

24

32

36

One

14

12

21

21

26

Two

12

10

13

14

15

9

8

12

One
Two

12
15

12

20

26

12

18

8

8

7

13

11

9

8

Four

6

8

10

3

9

5

One

19

16

Two

16

Three

Three

Wrist

18

12

16

0.20

18

Four

Shoulder

Time (Seconds)
0.12
0.08
0.16

Four

Three

Hip

�

0.04

Four

One

9

6

8

10

16

9

14

13

18

4

12

8

5

24

12

33

Three

24

18

3

Four

23

Two

7

10

10

8

6
15

5

6
3

4

SJ
emphasized with subjects three and tour.

Subject four at

all joints but the shoulder joint demonstrated a greater

vector speed than subject three.

The effects ot backward

displacement ot the shoulders at take-oft appeared to
transfer much of the speed subject tour had gained into
back horizontal travel.

It was turther noted in some

instances subject tour had a greater vector speed than

subjects one and two.

In final consideration ot the

vector speeds presented the investigator emphasizes the
point that each subject exhibited a ditterent somatotype,
which in the limits ot the present study, was impossible

to account tor.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of the study was to analyze by

cinematographioal method selected factors affecting the
efficient performance of the tucked back somersault,
following a roundoff back handspring, in floor tumbling.

S ix areas of movement were considered as having possible
effects on somersault performance:
1.
2.

Foot contact after the roundoff.

Flight between loss of foot contact and hand
contact in the back handspring.

J. Hand contact in the back handspring.

4.

Flight between loss ot hand contact preceding

somersault take-offo

5.

Foot oontaot preceding somersault take-ott.

6.

The height gained and horizontal distance
travelled in the back somersault.

Fot1r subjects were chosen to participate in the

study.

All subjects were associated with the Western

Michigan University gymnastics team.

One was a former

A.A.U. and N.C.A.A. gymnastics champion.

The remaining

three subjects were all members of the Western Michigan
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Varsity gymnastics squad.
A 16 mm. motion picture was taken at 50 frames per
second of each subject performing the roundoff, back
handspring, back somersault.

Each subject performed the

required sequence three times.

The sequences were then

analyzed using a 16 mm. analyzing projector.

The best

attempt of each subject was chosen by comparing the

standards specified in the F.I.G. Code of Points for
back somersault performance.

The subjects were then

placed in order of ability to perform the back somersault
efficiently from the required sequence.
Stick figure tracings were made at every two frames

of film throughout the sequence.

From the tracings

segmental inclinations were measured at the ankle joint,
knee joint, hip joint and shoulder joint.

The vector

speed of each joint was also measured at the end of every
two frames of movement.
The segmental inclinations and vector joint speed
presented by the subjects was compared.

Conclusions were

offered on the basis of the ability of the four subjects
used to perform the back somersault efficiently

preceding the required sequence of roundoff, back

handspring.

Discussion
Figures 26, 27, 28 and 29 represent a composite
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drawing of the sequence analyzed for each subject.
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Variations in segmental inclinations can occur without a

noticeable effect on somersault perfo�manoe.

The critical

period for body positioning appears to be the final foot

contact (phase 5) prior to take-off.

It should, however,

be noted that the body becomes a projectile at two stages

prior to take-off.

Angles of take-off at these stages,

therefore, may have a greater function than was
recognized.

The ability of the subject to produce

momentum while in contact with a supporting surface
appeared to be a critical factor of the somersault
movements, along with the subject's ability to control the
momentum produced.

The latter observation may depend

largely on the body type of the subject.
It was observed from extraneous measurements that
subject one executed the most efficient standing backward

somersault and roundoff back somersault followed by
subjects two and three, respectively.

Subject four was

unable to perform the standing back somersault without
support from the investigator and was also unable to
demonstrate a roundoff, back somersault.

The vertical

jump measure showed subjects one, two, and three were able
to lift the center ot gravity, 23 inches, 23 inches and

23l inches, respectively; whereas, subject four was able to

vertical jump 20! inches.

It was suggested, therefore, that

the capacity of the subject to perform the somersault may

lie in ability to neutralize force according to motor

efficiency and to perform the elements of the sequence.
Conclusion
The following conclusions offered were based on the

information obtained from the analysis of data collected.
They were relevant only within the framework of stated

limitations.
1.

Throughout phase one the inclination of the

body segments were not a critical as the maintenance
of momentum transmitted from the roundoff.

The time spent

in contact with the mat had a retrograde effect on certain
body segments.

The take-off angles into phase. two

appeared critical insofar as the subject was able to
maintain maximum back momentum.
2.

Prolonged flight time in phase two may

contribute to a retardation of joint speed.

Hand contact

should be made before the hip joint has passed over the

shoulder joint.

Extension at the hip and knee should be

maintained.
3.

Retardation at joints was experienced by

prolonged hand contact in phase three.

The flight time

for phase four is dependent upon the position of the
shoulder joint, and trunk inclination in relation to the
hands when the maximum push from the mat is made.
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4.

Flight time had a positive affect on the joint

speeds in phase four.

Extension was replaced by flexion

at the hip and shoulder joints before contact was .made
with the mat, and extension was experienced at the knees
in preparation for landing.
5.

Angle of take-off for the somersault has a direct

relationship to the height gained.

The shoulders and arms

should lift forward and upward in relation to the hips.

The take-off angle should be less than 80 degrees to the
horizontal take-off surface.
flexed at take-off.

The hip should be slightly

Over-extension at the hip joint

causes forward movement in flight which reduces height
gained.

The height gained cannot be attributed to just

one factor, but to a result of timing, muscular strength
and ability to apply force.
Recommendations for Further Study
The following recommendations were made in the light

of the findings o! the present study.
1.

Further research needs to be done concerning the

ability involved in the performance of complex neuromotor
activities.
2.

Further research needs to be undertaken, using

force platform apparatus, to determine the effects of
somatotype on ability to apply force through various

segmental angles.
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J.

Further research needs to be completed on

the common factors that exist in the efficient

performance of all somersaulting activities that precede

a roundoff, back handspring.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A
Somatotype Data for Each Subject
Subject

Height Weight
( ins)

Segmental Lengths ( ins)
Leg
Arm Forearm Thigh

One

69 1/2

140

12

10 1/2

15

Two

70 1/2

165

12

10

16 1/2 17

Three

69 1/2

146

13

10

16 1/2 17

Four

62

125

10

8

13 1/2

16 3/4

14 1/2

